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1. Introduction. The usual treatment of the electrical resistance of solids
is based on the Boltzmann equation. In the classical case the derivation
of this equation rests upon an important assumption, the so called “Stosszahlansatz”. In the quantum mechanical treatment it is replaced by the
“repeated random phase” assumption. The unsatisfactory nature of both
assumptions from the standpoint of first principles has been widely recognized. One further usually assumes that
h/r Q kT,

(1.1)

where T is the relaxation time, k Boltzmann’s constant and T the absolute
temperature. This assumption is entirely unjustified in many metals at low
temperatures l).
From the practical standpoint, however, the most important shortcoming
of the usual theory is the impossibility
of extending the treatment to
*) Aspirant of N.F.W.O., Belgium.
**) On leave of absence from the University
-

of Louvain.
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of higher order in the coupling
some attempts

just mentioned

between

have been undertaken

electrons

and lattice.

to get rid of the assumptions

and to extend the theory to cases where the coupling is not

small and higher order effects are important.
Kohn
and Luttinger
2)
derived the usual Boltzmann equation from the equation of motion of the
density matrix for the case of scattering
Their derivation

does not require

by randomly

the repeated

distributed

random

impurities.

phase assumption.

They also found a higher order transport equation but did not solve it.
Further a discussion of the validity conditions for the usual conductivity
formula is missing. Another approach is due to Kubo 3). By solving the
equation of motion for the density matrix to first order in the electric field
Kubo
finds an exact formal expression for the conductivity
tensor. A
successful attempt to derive the conventional results from Kubo’s formula
is due to Chester
and Thellung
4). Using the techniques of Van Hove 5)
on the quantum mechanical master equation they derived the usual expression for the electrical conductivity
without using the repeated random
phase assumption *). Further they showed that the higher order terms are
small as long as g/~(q)7 < 1. Here ~(7) is the relaxation time at the Fermi
surface and q the Fermi energy of the electrons. This condition is in much
better agreement with the facts than (1.1). Chester
and Thellung
do
not give an explicit expression for the higher order terms. In fact their
discussion deals only with the zeroth order term in the conductivity,
while
we shall find a term of order - 1 in the coupling (the leading term is of
order -2),
which they seem to have overlooked.
Our aim is to study anew the higher order terms in the conductivity
tensor. Although our methods are general, we shall consider the simple
case of elastic electron scattering by random impurities.
Our method of calculating the conductivity is based on the Kubo formula,
which is presented in 9 2, followed by the proof that the conductivity tensor
is symmetric in the absence of a magnetic field. Next we give a simplification
of the Kubo formula. Although this simplification may be found in the papers
of Ku bo himself, it seemed worthwhile to give a separate treatment of it.
In the same section we study the case when the Hamiltonian may be written
as the sum of one electron Hamiltonians.
The formula there found will be
used in the remaining part of the article. It does not seem to have been
derived rigorously in the earlier literature. In 5 3 we briefly sketch the calculation of the lowest order term as done by Chester
and Thellung,
giving
the usual expression for the conductivity
for impurity scattering.
The calculation of the higher order terms is presented in the $9 4 and 5.
In $4 we evaluate the transition scheme corrections. The equivalence of
a certain class of corrections with the use of a generalized master equation
*) Another

method

has been used by Edwards

6).
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In 5 5 we study

By doing this we find an exact expression

the time integral

for the conductivity

tensor to zeroth order.
The last section. is devoted to a discussion of the terms of order - 1
and 0. It is suggested that the correction of order - 1 plays an important
role in explaining the concentration
dependence
disordered alloys consisting of a good conductor

of the conductivity
of
and a transition metal.

In the appendix we present an explicit model of an alloy which may help
the reader to follow the more general arguments in the text.
2. The Kubo formula. Our starting point is the Kubo
electric conductivity
tensor at frequency w
UJO)

= Tr {Jr

formula

for the

PO J,(O) J,(t + iA) exp (- +},

dt_# dl

(2.1)

the derivation of which may be found elsewhere 3) and will not be reproduced
here. In (2.1) J,(O) is the y-th component of the total current operator.
po is the equilibrium density matrix exp(-@H)/Tr
exp(BH), where H is
the total Hamiltonian
of the system (without external electric field) and
,8 = I/kT. The operator J,(t) is given by
J,(t)

= exp[itH]

J,(O)

exp[-

itH].

(2.4

(We put tc = 1). The symbol “Tr” means the trace over any complete set
of wave functions of the whole system obeying periodic boundary conditions.
Let us prove the symmetry of the conductivity
tensor in the absence of
a magnetic field. For this purpose we use the fact that the quantity
J! dl Tr {P-V,(O) J,(t
is real, a property
is
/I dA Tr
The latter

easily established

+ i41

by noticing that the complex conjugate

b~J,(t - W J,(O)) = Jf dR Tr{poJ,(o)J,(t

equality

follows by changing

The same change of variable

1 into ,3 -

+ in)).

il.

may be used to write the latter quantity

/f dl Tr {PO&(-

iA) JA-

as

4).

In the configuration space representation the matrix elements of the current
are imaginary. Let I~JQ>, lpls > . . . be real eigenfunctions of H. then
(VZ IJV(O)l Pj) = and consequently
<YQVA-4

in the absence

I@ = -

<V,cIJ”(O)l PJ)*

of a magnetic

(9% V”(t) k?Q>*; (VC lJ,(-in)I

field
@=-

<Yr i&(-i4

I Vf>*.

So we find in this representation
~,A4=_G’dtexp(-~4/~

= /r

Physica

XXVI

dA C~J 0~2
dt exp(--iwt)

IPO IWXR _/J-i41 PJ>*CV~
lJ,(t)l TO*

[ Jt dl Tr boJ,(

-iA)

J,(t)}]*.
s
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Because

the quantity

between

square brackets

_._____

has been shown above to be

real we can conclude
(2.3)

Q”(W) = %&)J
which proves the symmetry

of the conductivity

tensor.

As the formula for the electrical conductivity
tensor stands now, it
requires a time integration and an integration over the variable 1. We will
now show that this double integration
Kubo formula can be written

can be reduced to a single one. The

/,2’dtexp(--iot)/~dlTr{pog[J,(O)J,(t+i~)+J,(O)
J,(t+i41)
c,,(m) =lim,+,
=lim T+oo_/~djl exp(-al/F
d(t+iA)exp[--iw(t+iil)]
Tr {po &[J,(O) J,(t +il)
+ J,(O) J”(t +

WI).

(2.4)

Assuming analyticity
of the trace in the last expression in the domain
0 5 Im t < p of the t + il plane, and assuming that it vanishes fort -+ + cm
as a consequence of dissipation, we may write this as follows
~~(0)

t
I-

= lim,,,

/{’ dt exp(--iwt)
+

-

ijf

J,(O)

Tr

{PO W,(O)

dA exp(--wA)_/i dil’ exp(wl’)
+

J,(t)

+

J,(t)11
P - exp(--wB)l~~-l
J,(O)

Tr {PO 3ll,W,(~~‘)

(2.5)

+

J"(i~')lI.

The contour is shown in fig. 1. The thin vertical line represents the original
t-integration
and is changed by contour integration into the heavy line.
The contribution of the upper horizontal part is not written down because

T

-

-,,

-

P

Fig. 1. Contour for reduction of
the Kubo formula.

-3
Fig. 2. Contour for the proof
of the identity (2.8)

due to the dissipative character of the coupling it can be assumed to vanish
in the limit T -+ co. This function theoretical method has also been used
by Kubo 3) when he studies the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation
function of the current. By changing the order of integration in the second
part of (2.5) we find

QUANTUM

THEORY

u&o) = lim,,,J~

OF ELECTRICAL

dt exp(--iwt)

T+ (POR.J,(O)J,(t) +

+ J,(O)Jv(W [* - exP(-wB)l .ur-l + ix
+ J,(O)

dL’ Tr (PO *[J,(O)

the direct

J,(iA’)

+

J&~‘)l} Ilexp(-4B - 1’)) - 11*CO-~.

We shall now take the limit for o --f 0. Therefore
obtain
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current

conductivity

tensor

cw

we use (2.6). Then we

which we denote simply by

gPy. We find for (2.6)
= lim r+.xJ:
(TPv

dt Tr {PO K/,(O)
- i/b3 a’ Tr {PO W,(O) .&G’)

In the last term of the second integral

J,(t)
+

+ J,(O)

J,(O)

J,(Wb J,Wl~ (B- 0

we change 1’ in fl -

(2.7)

1 and use the

identity
lim ~,~/~dtTrCpo9[J,(o)J,(t)--J,(t)J,(O)l}=iJa

dn’Tr~otJ,(o)J,(in’)}.

(2.8)

To prove this identity the integration over t in the first factor on the left
has to be replaced by integration along the heavy lines in fig. 2. We obtain
for (2.7)
GPv = lim %co_f~ dt Tr MU,(t)

J”(0)

= lim T+ooJ-% dt TrMJ,(t)

+ J,(O)

(2.9~)

J”m$

(2.9b)

J,(O)1 .B.

This formula for o = 0 may be proved more rapidly by a simpler method.
We write the conductivity
tensor for CAJ
= 0 as
J,(t
+ i4
OPJ = lim T+a,_/? dt& do Tr COOW,P)
= lim,,
&
dt_/t dJ Tr{po$JV(0) J,(t

+

J,(O)

J&t

+

311

+ 4).

We have written aP,, as a function of p and b*. We find the required
if r = ,& It is now easy to prove that
P~,,(BI

and

P*PP*l,D+ = iJ% dt ‘WdJ4

(2.10)
value

J,(O)1

for n z 2 and arbitrary /I. This may be seen by replacing aJ(t + i/l*)/&9*
by i a](t + $*)/at and integrating over time. This gives zero for T + 00
because we assume as before that Tr{ppoJP(t + iA) J,(O)} vanishes for t-+&co.
So we find that
Q(B,

P*) = B* aQ”(B7 B*)/v*,

and putting b = /?* we find again (2.9).
We still want to remark that also for u # 0 the conductivity
formula
(2.6) can be transformed so as to contain only a time integration. The last
term in (2.6) is therefore replaced by an integration over time by applying
the same kind of arguments as used before. One gets
~,A4
a formula

= lim,,

SC?dt Tr@oHfJ”(O)~

JJOI +
+ L&J% J&N}[W-~4
- 11*m-?

more complicated

than (2.9) even for o --f 0.

(2.11)
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While the formulas (2.6) and (2.11) are new, this is not the case with (2.9)
which is formula (7.14) of Ku bo a). The simplification of the Kubo formula
just discussed has been carried out in an unconvincing way by several authors
for the one electron case (see further). It therefore seemed worthwhile to
mention this simplification again and to derive it in a simpler way than was
done by Kubo.
Kubo’s

formula

can be reduced further

if the Hamiltonian

H consists of

a sum of one electron terms H(Z) *)

Further

H = &H(Z).

(2.12)

J = 2 j(4,

(2.13)

we write

where j(Z)
is the current
written as follows

=limJT,
7’+m

operator

of the I-th electron.

(2.9b) can now be

J,(t)}
+B =
uPv = lim rdoo /% dt Tr (PoU,P)
dt Tr {po* &j,(Z)
II ~,exp[~H(Zl)tlj,(Z’) nz,exp[--iH(Z2)tl}~P.

We separate

(2.14)

the terms with Z = I’ and Z # Z’. So we find
Et i,(Z) exp[iH(Z)t] j,(Z) exp[--iH(Z)t]

OPV= lim T+Do/?‘, dt Tr {(22)-i

. KIz,
=A--BHUl}*B +
+ lim,, /T,.dt Tr{(22)-1

.

2 r+l’ exp[iH(Z’)t] j,(Z) i,(Z’) exp[--iH(Z’)t]
(2.15)

. nz,/ exp[-_BH(~“)l}~B

with 2 = Tr{exp[-_BH]).
In th e second term on the right of (2,15) it is
not permitted to shift exp[iH(Z’) t] to the extreme right, because we calculate
the trace over the set of antisymmetric
basic functions and exp[iH(Z’) t]
does not transform this set into itself. For calculating the trace we use as
basic functions the Slater determinants
formed with normalized eigenfunctions of H(Z). The one electron functions are denoted by y,(Z). We have
(2.16)

H(Z) v,c(Z) = E&Z).
We take the trace over the
for the canonical ensemble
Writing now simply H and
current we find for the first
lim r+_ f?r

dt (22)-l
.j,

= lim,,
_~~
*)

Cn exp(---a)

Ctn.) (CCMy~ljP

Zn,=Tl
m= 0,l

exp[--iHit]] yc>) exp(-B

/I’, dZ(2Z)-l

I am indebted

grand canonical ensemble. The result is valid
if the number of electrons is large enough.
and the
j, for the one electron Hamiltonian
part of (2.15)

n&l

to Prof. L. Vau

+ exp(-(a

Hove

+

CeGc)

exp[iHtl~

.B =

WC))ICC% <YcIi,(O)
i,(t)1
Yc)B,

for the proof of the reduction

(2.17)

given below.
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with
nc exp(-(a

+ PC)

4
)

exp(a + ’BEe) +

=

. (2.18)
1

Now

2 = IIe [l + exp(-(a + BE4)l.
So we obtain for the first part of (2.15)
lim r-A%

(2.19)

dt Tr, {G,(O) i,(t) f(H))%

where f(H) is the Fermi-Dirac

operator

f(H) = [exp(a + BH) +

11-1-

(2.20)

Tr, implies that the trace has to be taken over any complete set of one
electron wave functions.
The second part of (2.15) is calculated in the same way. We find after
some manipulations

.[<yc

Ii,] ye)

<lye* liPI ye,>

-

exp(i(Ec,

-

Ed4

<w

Ii,1 ye)

<ycIi,1
YC,>I
.B.

The requirement c # c’ may be dropped because for c = c’ the contributions of the two terms cancel. The first term then reduces to zero because
it contains the equilibrium value of the current which vanishes. If we carry
out the summation in (2.21) we find
-

lim r+oo/%

(2.22)

dt Tr, Hi,(O) f(H) i,(t) f(H)M

The sum of (2.19) and (2.22) gives

OP= lim r+JTrdtTre

m/f?.(2.23)

4

Remarking that by shifting the integration over the distance /3in the complex
t-plane we can put exp@H) to the right of j,(t) any number of times, we
obtain
a/M = -Tre((af/H)

lim?,,

/:

dt $[i,(t) i,(O) + i,(O)

i,W.

PW

This is formula (2.4) of Chester
and Thellung
4). Their formula (2.1)
should be completed by taking the real part of the right hand side.
Formula (2.24) as well as (2.9) show that it is enough to know the autocorrelation function of the current in time in order to calculate the direct
current conductivity.
Further this formula has now a certain resemblance
to the usual formula 1) for the electrical conductivity, which in our notation
can be written
(2.25)
{(VPHo)i,(O)
i,(O)
TWO)}.
UP” - -Tr,
T is the relaxation time. In 3 3 this formula will be found to be the lowest
order approximation
of (2.24).
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3. The lowest order term. Formula (2.24) of the preceding section will
can be
now be evaluated for the case that the one electron Hamiltonian
written

as the sum of two energies
H = Ho + AV.

Here Ho is the Hamiltonian
lattice

of the conduction

and Ak’ is the scattering

potential

(3.1)
electrons

moving in a periodic

for the electron

due to the static

irregularities of the ideal crystal. In the appendix the reader may find an
explicit form for Ho and ilV in the case of a disordered alloy. il measures the
strength of the interaction.
Because we do not know the eigenfunctions of
H we shall evaluate (2.24) in the representation
where Ho is diagonal. We
furthermore limit ourselves to a single band so that the current operator
j,(O) only has diagonal elements. In this representation
we obtain for (2.24) :

lj,(t)[
k> <k Ii,(O)]
k> +
lh+, /"
o dt&[<k'
OP = - Ck,k4WlaH)k,k'
+ <k'Ij,(O)l
k'><k'li"(4
bl.

(3.2)

lk> is an eigenfunction of Ho with
wish to evaluate (3.2) in the limit
two places in formula (3.2) : first in
of the form
lim P,-t,J:

(3.3)

wave vector k and energy E,. We now
L --f 0. The small parameter 1 occurs at
(af/aH),,. and secondly in two expressions
dt <k’ Ii,(t)] k>.

may be replaced by (af/aH~)~,~, the correction being
For i --f 0, (aj/aH),,
of order 1. This simple neglection of il cannot be applied to (3.3) because a
small term may be multiplied by t or a power of t and become important for
t large enough. A rigorous method to evaluate expressions of the form (3.3)
has been developed by Van Hove 5). He calculates the asymptotic value
of such operators for il + 0 while A% remains finite. The application of this
method to our problem is treated briefly in the present section as a preparation
for the higher order calculation of the next section.
Van Hove gives first an asymptotic expression for the evolution operator
U(t) = exp[-it(H0
This operator

may be expanded

U(t) = exp[--iHat]
+ (-iJ)nJ,
V exp[-iHot

dt,Jk

-

+ AV)].

as follows

iAfi dtl exp[-iHo(t

d&-i

(3.4)

-

. ..ftdt~exp[-iHo(t-tt.)]

tl)] V exp[--iHc&l]

+ ....

(3.5)

We must now use an important property of the perturbation
that in the limit of a very large system one has
(k’lVAV(k)

+ ...

Vexp[--iHo(t,-tt,-I)]...

= 6(k’-k)

WA(k) + <k’(YA\k)

IV,

namely,
(3.6)

where <k’ 1Y,] k> denotes a function of k’ and k without a delta singularity
of the 6(E, - EA’) type. For the case of a disordered alloy this property
follows from the random distribution
of the components
(see appendix).
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(k’ 1I’1 k) itself has no such singularity.
in the \k> representation.

Further

A is an arbitrary

A(k”) W(k”, k),

We shall represent

(3.7)
W(k”, k) by the diagram

in fig. 3. This diagram differs from those one commonly

Fig. 3. Diagram representation
of W(k”, k).

Here the small circles

operator diagonal

we may write

WA(k) =J-dk”
where W(k”, k) is never negative.
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uses in field theory.

Fig. 4. Saw tooth transition scheme.

represent

the states

and the lines the transitions,

whereas commonly it is just the contrary.
As was shown by Van Hove it is possible for small 1 and finite 1% to
express the diagonal part of the evolution operator in terms of W(k”, k).
It is

iHot + x,"=,U2nW(t),

VW(t) = exp[-

(3.8)

where
<k’ jUz,w(t)I
/dk,”

dk”,_i

k) = (. . . Jdki”

;I2)m 6(k’ exp[-

. . . exp[-i(Ei”

i(E,”
-

k) exp[-

iEt]/l

E)(tzn -

E)(tz -

dtsn . . . J$ dti

t2n-1)] W(k,“,

tl)] W(kl”,

k).

k) . . .
(3.9)

(We put E, = E, etc.). It describes iterated transitions
which we can
represent by the diagram in fig. 4.
In evaluating (3.8) for large t one can further use the asymptotic formula

ss
T

dt

0

ds exp[-&]

where P denotes
<k’ IP(

F(F) =

the Cauchy
k> = 6(k’ -

z-c 6

principal

F(0) + i/d&. F(E) P(f),

(3.10)

value. We then find

k) exp[--iEt

-

iilzd(k)t

-

3,2r(k)t],

(3.11)

with
T(k) = njdk”
d(k)

=Jdk”

W(k”, k) 6(E,

W(k”, k) P ( E
’

-

1 E
k

Ek)

(3.12)

).

(3.13)

k

We can now write down the value of U(t) for the limiting

case of interest
(3.14)

u(t) = UW@)+ z;=1 UT&
a,(t)=(-iA)nj;

dt,...J;2dtl{UW(t-tn)

The suffix nd means non diagonal,

VU~(t.-tt,_l)...VU~(tI)}nd
that is, each intermediate

(3.15)

state must be
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_

different

from the initial

inserted

and final states.

This expression

of U(t) is now

in

lim T+m_/F dt <k’ /j,(t)\ k> = lim 3T+a,J:’ dt <k’ 1U( This is evaluated

for the transitions

represented

t) j,(O) U(t) I k>

(3.16)

in fig. 5, again giving the

k;

.A
k;_,

k;_,

k;_*
.*.

k)cI_2
:

kY

+?k

Fig. 5. Symmetrical

transition

scheme.

main contribution to (3.16). The time integrations are again approximated
by their asymptotic value. The final result may be written
lim r_coJz

dt<k’ Ii,(t)/

lim,,/z

k)=d(k’-k)

dt/da”

(E, a” Ii,(O)] E, a”> .
(3.17)

- PJEa” ; Ea)

We have replaced Ik) by IE, a), E being the unperturbed electron energy
and CLthe angles which define the direction of k. Pt(Ea”; Ea) is given by
Pt(Ea”;

Ecr) = exp[-212tT(Ea)]

+ 27c12J,fdTi exp[-211s(t--71)
. . . + (2nP)“/,t

dr,JF

exp[-22i12(t
- exp[-2231s(Tn . . . W(Eu,“;
Pt(Ea”;

F(Ea”)]
-

dr+i

~(L-x”-

CC)+

W(Ecr”; Ea) exp[-22ii%ir(Ea)]

+ ...

. . . J? dTIJ dcr”,_i . . . dai”

TJ I’(Ea”)]

W(Ecc”; Ea”,_l)

~~-1) F(Ecc”,_~)]

-

W(ECX”,_~; Ecc”,_~) . . .

Em) exp[-2A%r(Ea)]

(3.18)

+ ....

Em) is a solution of the master equation
$

Pt(Ea”;

Ea) = 2nA2J W(Ec(“; Em’) da’Pt(Ea’;
*[/dcc’W(E&;

and obviously

verifies

the initial
P,(Ea”;

Em.“)) P&G’;

Ea) -

27~12*
(3.19)

Em)

condition
Ea) = ~?(a” -

(3.20)

a).

If we restrict ourselves to the case of free electrons and spherically symmetric
scattering centres, (3.18) may be simplified considerably. In this case r(Ea)
is a function of E only. So we obtain for (3.18) :
Pt(Ea”;

Ea) = exp[-2212tF(E)]

+ c;=“=, ~;;~~d~+i

6(cr” -

..,/dai

a) +

W(Ec/; Ec+l)

. . . W(Eal;

Ea).

(3.21)

QUANTUM
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W(Ecrr, Eas) is only a function

two directions

of E and the angle 0 between

the

ctl and a2. It can then be proved that
?c/ da1 j,(Eal)

where ri is a function
lim r+m J:
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W(-&;

(3.22)

Em) = j,(Em)rl(E)

of E only. So we obtain finally for (3.3):

dt W Ii,(t) I k) =

= 6(k’ -

k) (k [j,(O)1 k> lim,,_/,-jr
= 6(k’ -

It is natural

to introduce

[T(E)]-1=2P[r(E)

dt exp[-2222t(r

k) <k &(O)j k) [2P(r
a relaxation

--r@)]=212z/dk’(

We then obtain the standard

-

-

ri)]

=

ri)]-r.

time T(E) defined by
1 -cos

0) W(k’, k) d(E,-E,J).

(3.23)

formula for the conductivity

*W = -(2z)-3Jdk(af/&J

<k \i,] k><k [i,] k> +,J,

(3.24)

where the matrix elements have to be taken for the wave functions (2z-* *
*exp(ik* r) and a volume equal to (2~)s. In a discrete representation
we have
UPv= -

(2~)-~ C,z (a//=,)

<k Ii,] Wk

ii,\ k> +,J,

which is formula (3.31) of Chester
and Thellung
4) apart from
(243
which is the magnitude of the volume used here. This choice
advantage that we can pass immediately from the continuous to the
representation
without bothering about the normalisation
factors
.!J being the volume of the system.
4. The higher order terms : transition scheme corrections.

(3.25)
a factor
has the
discrete
Q/(2n)s,

In 0 3 we calculated

the conductivity tensor to order 1-s. In this section we go two steps further,
that is we evaluate the I-1 term and the 40 term. The calculations involved
are lengthy. The reader only interested in the results can find them in
Table I. Their discussion is postponed till 3 6. In order to evaluate the higher
order terms we have to study the approximations
made for finding the 1-s
expression. A first expression we have approximated
is af/aH, which was
replaced by af/aHo. If we consider the first correction to this term it will
be of the order L and nondiagonal. Its second correction is of the order 12
and contains a diagonal part. Both corrections contribute to the iza term
of the conductivity.
The other expression we have approximated
is
lim r-+m _#’ dt <k’ Ii,(t)

I k>

(4.1)

Its lowest order value was calculated in 5 3 and is of the order 1-a; it is
diagonal in k and k’. Following Chester
and Thellung
we can subdivide
the corrections to (4.1) in two classes:
A. Transition scheme corrections :
(i) Corrections to VW(t) from transition schemes other than the saw
tooth schemes depicted in fig. 4.
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(ii)

B.

Corrections
to (3.16) from transition
schemes other
symmetrical
transition schemes depicted in fig. 5.
Time integral corrections :
(iii) Corrections

than

the

to VW(t) from a more accurate

treatment

of the time

integrals in (3.9).
(iv) Corrections to (3.16) from a more accurate

treatment

of the

integrals

time

involved.

It will be seen that these two types of corrections do not mix up if we limit
ourselves to finding @p’vto order 20. In this section we shall evaluate the
corrections of class A. The time integral corrections will be evaluated in 5 5.
Let us now calculate the 2-i term of gpLy.From what has been said it is
clear that only a correction to (4.1) can give a contribution.
Further it will
be shown in $5 that corrections of the time integration are at least of the
order 10. So we have only to look for a correction coming from the transition
schemes. In 5 3 we took as the basic transition scheme for VW(t) the diagram
in fig. 3., giving W(k”, k). To this we may now add the two types of diagrams
depicted in fig. 6. Such a diagram appears if one takes the diagonal part of a

k
Fig. 6. Third

k

k
order

diagrams

k

for the transition

probability.

product of three V’s. One could insert these diagrams in the evaluation of
(4.1) and repeat the calculations of 5 3. There is, however, a simpler way for
finding this correction, which can be extended to a class of higher order
diagram corrections. We have seen in § 3 that in its lowest order form (4.1)
may be written as
S(k’ -

k) lim r+_J~

dt/da”

@cc” &(O)I Ea”) Pt(Ed’;

Ecc),

(4.2)

where Pt(Ecc” ; Ea) verifies equation (3.19). As shown by Van Hove 7, this
is the lowest order approximation
to a generalized master equation, valid
to arbitrary
order in 1, for a quantity
PE(t [ k”k) closely
related
to
Pt(Ed’, Ecz). From the generalized
master equation for P~(tIk”k)
Van
Hove has derived an improved equation for Pt(Ed’; Em) by neglecting all
terms of order 22 and higher. This new equation for Ps(Ea”; Ecr) has the
same form as the ordinary master equation
(3.19) with the transition
probability
W(k”, k) corrected to the next order in il, i.e. replaced by
W(l)(k”, k) where
W(U(k”, k) =
= IV(k”, k)j2 -

Ajdk’

njdk’

V(k, k’)(E’ -

E + iO)-1 V(k’, k”) V(k”, k)

V(k, k”) V(k”, k’)(E’ -

E -

iO)-1 V(k,’ k).

(4.3)
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diagrams in fig. 6. With the new expression
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are depicted

(4.3) of the transition

by the

probability

the calculation
leading to (3.24) can be repeated. One obtains the same
result except for the replacement of the relaxation time T(E) by the improved
value

= [2P(r(E)

q(E)

-

I’l(E) + F(E) - Tl’(E))]-1,

(4.4)

where

r’(E) - Tl’(E) = n/d&(

l-

cos 19)6(E-E’)

[Wl)(k’,

k)-W(k’,

k)].

(4.5)

(4.4) can be expanded in increasing powers of A, the first term being T(E).
The second term is the correction we are looking for
6@1)=(2n)-a/dk

(a//aE) <k lj,l k) (k ij,l k) T~(E)~F[T’(E)-T’~(E)],

(4.6)

This correction has not been mentioned by Chester
and Thellung
4). It
will be studied in more detail in $ 6 for the case of an alloy.
We now pass to the zeroth order term. The contributions
to this term
originating from the corrections to af/aH, have been studied in detail by
Chester
and Thellung
4). Let us quote their results. The first order
correction to af/i_?Hois

f’(E) - f’W

LV(k, k’)

(4.7)

E - E’

which is non diagonal. It must be combined with the non diagonal part of
(4.1) in order A-1, which is found by taking the transition schemes in fig. 7,
with the result

lV(k’, k)[ ---in d(E’-E)

+ P (&-)]!(k’

lj,l k’> T(E’)--<k Ij,J k) T(E)]

k”

Rk”

/I ‘\

1 \
/ \
k’

k/j

/jk’
k

‘bk

k’

Fig. 7. Non diagonal transition schemes.
Combining this result with
the conductivity
tensor
BoJ”J)

=

-

(24-3

(4.7) one finds the following

dk/dk’

&Pf

contribution

to

IV(k, k’)/z h(E, E’) P (-E+F).

*{<k’ lipI k’> (<k lj’ylk> + <k’ [iv1k’>) T(E’) - <k livl k> (<k li,l 6 + <k’ Iill/ k’>) T(E)},
h(E
9

(4.8)

(4.9)
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The contribution

of the second order correction

&J,,KV) = - (2x)-sP/dkJdk’

to af/aHo gives

/ V(k, k’) I2<k Ij,lk)<k

lj,j k> T(E) g(E, E’)

(4.10)

where
f’(E) - f’(E’)
f”(E)
dE, E’) = E _ E’ - -(E-_E’)z---’

(4.11)

All the remaining corrections to the conductivity
of order 10 originate
from corrections of order 10 to the diagonal part of (4.1). They have not been
calculated explicitly by Chester
and Thellung.
We have seen that the
corrections to be computed are of two types: diagram corrections and time
integral corrections.
In this section we evaluate the diagram corrections.
Some of the diagram corrections are very easy to find. We have first to
take the zeroth order term of (4.4). Its contribution to ~~~ is
8aJ”J)

= -

(2n)-sJdk(af/aE)

(k jj,/ k><k Ii,\ k> +(E)[2G(r,(E)
-

-

r,'(E))12.

(4.12)

Other diagram corrections may be found by generalizing the procedure used
to find (4.4). If we insert a second intermediate
state in the basic diagram
(fig. 3) we obtain the transition
schemes in fig. 8. Their effect is again
calculated by inserting in (3.11) an improved transition probability which is

Fig. 8. Fourth order diagrams for the transition

W’@)(k’, k) = WU(k’,

k) + 1ZSdk”jdk”’
. V(k”‘, k”)(E”

probability.

V(k, k”‘)(E”’ --‘E

E + iO)-1.

+ iO)-1 V(k”, k’) V(k’, k) +

+ 12 f dk”/dk”’ V(k, k”‘)(E”’ - E + iO)-l V(k”‘,k’).
. V(k’, k”)(E” -

E -

+ AZ/-dk”jdk”‘V(k,
. V(k”‘, k”)(E” The new relaxation
TV

iO)-1 V(k”, k) +
k’) V(k’, k”‘)(E”’ -E

E -

iO)-1 V(k”, k)

- iO)-l.
(4.13)

time becomes

= [2&s/-dk’(1

-

cos 0) 6(E -

E’) W2)(k’,

k)]-1

(4.14)

the terms of order A-2, A-1 and i10 may be easily extracted. The
term of order 10 not included before gives a new contribution to aP,,, to wit

from which
&5JO,4)
=

=

(2+3_/-dk(i3//8E)

<k &I k><k lj,l k> TV

2P[P(E)

-

Tl”(E)],

(4.15)
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where
r”(E)--rl”(E)

=zJdk’(l

0) G(E--E’)[W@)(k’,k)

-cos

- iW(k’,k)]

(4.16)

There is still a transition scheme correction left which has to be treated
separately. It is the correction to V’(t) originating from diagrams where
a basic part as in fig. 3 is replaced by the diagram in fig. 9. In the saw tooth
diagram of fig. 4 we must replace one tooth by this new transition scheme.

0
k

k

Fig. 9. Transition

Fig. 10. Contour

scheme correction

with identical

intermediate

It is sufficient

to do this for the “one tooth”
I =
.[-

(-

iE(t .exp[-

We introduce

k’)12 exp[-

iE”(t3 - t2)j exp[-

I =

is

dtljdk’j‘dk”.

iEl(t4 - t3)] 1V(W, k”)12.
iE’(t2 -

dtl fr

A4 10”

73”

tl)] exp[-

(4.17)

iEtl].

t3

-

t2,

74*

dT2” fo” d7s” Jo” drdn J dE’/
E’cc’) W&E’&; E”cL”) exp[-

iEt] W(Ea;

The integration

=

=

t4

-

t3,

over the T’S by their asymptotic

*exp[integral

to be calculated

new variables

the time integrations

.exp[-

case. The expression

dt4J$ dtsJ$ dt&

i,l)4/;

Q][V(k,

t1 = t1, 7zN= t2 - t1,
and replace

for the P-integration.

states.

i(E” -

value

da’ ./ dE” / da”.
i(E’ -

E) (74” + 72’71 *
(4.18)

E) ~a”].

over E’ and E” has to be done along

the contour in fig. 10. The

becomes

1 = iA%/dE’JdE”/da’jda“

W(Eor; E’a’) W(E’a’;

E”a”)(E’-E)-2(E”---E-l.

(4.19)

We introduce
F(E, E’, E”) = / dor’jda”
which is a function
potential.

W(Eor; E’a’) W(E’a’;

of the energies only due to the spherical symmetry

We obtain

(4.20)

E”a”),

of the scattering

finally
I =

~ N@(E)

(4.21)

+ r(E))

with
p(E) =+E’F’B,(E,

E’, E) P (A)

++E”

[F’E,(E, E’, E”),E,=E P (&)(4.22)

and
d(E)

= n2[F’.&E,

E’,

dE’

E)]E~_-E s

dE”F’R,(E,

E’, E”) P

s

(

Ey_-E
’

)

P

(FL).

If in the general saw tooth diagram any number of teeth is replaced by
fig. 9 one finds the following corrected diagonal part of the evolution
operator
UCw(t) = exp[-

L?zt -

ilW

(E) -

i14t b(E)

-

xw(E)

-

~4qq].

(4.23)
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It can be used to find the last transition
60,,(0,5)

= (2+3/dk(af/aE)

scheme correction

to order 10

(k &I k><k Ii,/ k) G(E) 2A4F(E).

(4.24)

5. The higher order terms: time integral corrections. We now pass to the
time integral corrections. We start with iY’(t). In order to find this correction for Uw(t) we have to. study
finding

in detail

the approximations

made for

(3.11).

The second term of the series giving
,J= -1s

exp[-

U&t)

is

dt1.f dE’J da’ W(Ea; E’oL’)exp[-

iEt]/idt&

i(E’

- E)(tz -

tl)]. (5.1)

We introduce

f(E, E’) =/da’
which

is only

we introduce

the new variable
7 =

tz - tj

to replace tl and change the order of integration.
J =

-

A2 exp[-

The integral

d7

iEt]./i

over 7 is now written

The

first

integral
We

gives

The result is

f(E, E’) exp[-

(t - 7) /dE'

f,tdT
correction.

(5.2)

a function of the energies due to the spherical symmetric scattering.
over E’ has again to be done over the contour presented in fig. 10.

The integration
Further

W(Eor; E’a’)

i(E’ -

(5.3)

E) 71.

as follows
=I,-d7

-/t”dr

the asymptotic

value.

The

second

contains

the required

find

J = ~ 12t exp[-

nf(E, E) - i dE’ f(E, E’) P

iEt]

s
-

12 exp[-

+ A2 exp[-

iEt] ,/dE’ f(E, E’)(E’

The first term of (5.4) gives the contribution
other terms are corrections

whose order

-

- E)-2 +

E’)(E’ - E)-2 exp[-

iEt]/dE’f(E,

(AT)]

from J to

of magnitude

i(E’ - E)t].

(5.4)

VW(t) used in 5 3. The two

has to be studied

for large

i.

The third one is at least of order
addition

i(zt-1. It can be dropped in our approximation which in
to the leading terms of order fznt” retains only terms up to order j1sni2 f n.

The corrected

diagonal
U,‘w(t)

part is found to be

= exp[-

iEt -

i12 d(E) t -

Azr(E) t] .

* [1 - AZ/- dE’ f(E, E’)(E’ - E)-2 +
+ PtJdE’f(E,
E’)(E’ - E)-2 (r(E) + id(E))].

(5.5)

Putting
A =/dE’f(E,

E’)(E’

-

E)-2

(5.6)

and
id=(E) + F(E)=
we obtain

in our approximation

U,‘w(t)

-A

[r(E)

(5.7)

for the diagonal part of U(t)

= (1 + 12A)-1 exp[-iEt
-

+ id(E)]

12r(E)t

-

-

LIzA(

Iar(E)t

-

iIdd=(E)t (5.8)
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this would give (see eq. (3.11)

and

(3.15) above)
-

(2n)-3Jdk(af/aE)
PA)(l

.pP,;);+

<k l&J k><k Ii,1 k> .

+ @A*)

+ A@(E)

The zeroth order term of this expression

r@)]}-l.

(5.9)

is

&s,,(O~~) = (2n)-3Jdk(af/aE)
.[‘2(E)(2j24F(E)

-

<k lj,\ k><k ij,l k>.

+ 2/4q?q(A

+

A*))],

(5.9)

and is the first time integration correction we have to include.
We now pass to the remaining corrections in (4.1). They come from a
more exact treatment of the time integrals involved in the calculation of
(3.16).
The second term in the expansion
K1 = limT+,

. W’(t
It is now sufficient
troduce

of this quantity

JP/,T dt(k 1Jo” dtl UW(-

to replace

-

is

tl) VUW( - (t -

tl)) j,(O) ./o”dtl’e
(5.10)

Ik>

tl’) VU~(tl)

Uw(t) by its value given by (3.11). Further

we in-

new variables
71 =

and integrate

*(tl

+

tl');

t1 - tl’

71' =

first. over 71’. then over 71. (5.10) becomes

K1 = lim,,
.exp[-

i(E

AZ/; dt/; d7&$ji)T,, dq’jdk’
-

P)

71’1 exp[-

2AzF(E’)(t

lV(k, k’)j2 (k’j i,(O) 1k’).

71)] exp[-

-

2A2r(E)

711,

(5.11)

where
for

271

f(n)

and

=

I

2(t -

71)

71 < t/2,
for

(5.12)

71 > t/2,

E = E + PA(E).

It is easily seen that this expression
K1 = limT.+,
.exp[-

2Re ‘I”/;
i(E

The integration
is replaced
delta

-

dt/i dT1@1)

p)

71’1 exp[-

dTl’/dE’/da’W(Ea;
2Azr(E’)(t

-

over ~1’ can now be performed.

by the contour

function

can also be written

6(E -

as
E’a’) (E’a’ i i,(O)1 E/U’>.

TI)] exp[-

212r(E)

(5.13)

71j.

Once again the integration

of fig. 10. The lower bound of the ~-1’ integration

over E’
gives the

E’).

A first correction we want to consider comes from the delta function of
energy conservation.
In the course of our calculations
in 5 3 the delta
function 6(E - E’) was replaced by 6(E - E’) (see the resulting eq. (3.17)
above). We shall now evaluate the remaining 12 correction.
The delta
function is in fact
6(E + 124 (E) This becomes

(5.14)

E’ - 124 (E’)).

in our approximation
(1 ‘- A2&‘(E))

d(E - E’).

a

:
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In view of this energy correction
has to be replaced by

the relaxation

T&(E) = T(E) The correction

60,,(0~7)=(2~)-3Sdk(af/aE)
The

correction

integration

After

K1’ = limT,,
.{exp[-

i(s

-

12T(E’)

+ 212T(E’)
21sr(E)

exp[-

From

-

over

t][-i(E

2A2T(E’)

from

E’z’)

A24E)

212T(E))-2
2i(E

to extract

bound

(5.16)

of the 71’

t][-

(E’a’I

i(E -

we find

i,(O) 1 E/a’).

E’)-l(h(g

-

B’)

+

+

i(E ~ _fZ’)-l(2i(E

we have

the upper

T’l(E).

71 has also been performed

~ a!?‘) + 2i2I+T?‘)

- E’)-I(-

t][-

this expression

t -

-

_I!?‘)-‘(--2i(E

(5.15)

2;1%l~‘(E)

TV

2 Re As/F dt/dE’jd~‘W(E~;

+ i(g
+ exp[-

in here comes

the integration

E’) t] exp[-

l’l(E).

is

<k lj,l k><k lj,l k)

we are interested

in (5.13).

dE’(E)

214+‘(E)

to the conductivity

time T(E) given in eq. (3.23)

-

2PT(E))-11

-

E’)

+ 2A2T(E’)

-

E’)

+ 212T(E’)

the term of order

+

-

2A2F(E))-l]

-

-2A2r(E))-I]}.
iie. This

is easily seen

to be
= limlJ,,

Kl’(0)

As Rej:

.{exp[Let

2A2F(E) t] + exp[ -

us now consider

Ks = limT,,

E’cz’)

dt,U’+‘-

dtl’Uf+‘(t

has to be calculated

-

(E’a’

tz’) ?‘Uw(tz’

(5.17)

of (4.1)

tl) VP-(t2

for the symmetric

lj,(O)j E’cx’).

t]} . (E - E’)-2.

212T(E’)

the next term of the expansion

I."_$ dt (&I J,j dts/t

.j,(O) j-0”dtz’#
which

dtjdE’/da’W(Ea;

-

tl)) VUw(-(t

tl’)VUw(tl’)

diagram

-

tz)).

I&>,

in fig. 9. We

(5.18)

introduce

new

variables
71 =

#l

+

Ll'),

72 = *(tz + ta’).
The limits

of integration

71' = 21 ~ tl’,
72’ = 22- tz’.

may be seen in fig. 11. In order to extract

IS suitable to change the limits of the 71 and 7s integration.

the Izs term it

We add and subtract

the

shaded area to the domain of integration

over 71 and 71’. We leave aside for the moment

the subtraction

of order zero coming

and

terms. The corrections

from the correction

Ks’(0)

= lim,,
(E”$

given

by

E”)(E

-

E’)-2

P-2

exp[-

and the expression

Ks’(0)

24E

(5.17),

-

-

E’)(E

-

from the triangle

AOB

are

Re 14./f dt t/dE’_/da’/dE”/da”
lj,(O)I E”c/‘) {274E’
f

Kl’(O),

of the 7s’ integration

W(Ea;

E’u’)

exp[-

212F(E’)

212I’(E)
just

W(E’m’;

t]}.

obtained

Era”).

t] +
(5.19)

form the two first

terms of a series with a general term, the form of which can easily be guessed. This
series cannot be summed as it stands. If we insert it however in the Kubo formula
and carry out the E, cz integrations,

a simple result is obtained.

A first group of corrections to (4.1), coming from a more correct treatment
of the time integrals, is thereby obtained and is found to be
8aPLy(OJ)= *&[<Ea lj,l Ea>
+<Ea

lj,l Ea)

W(Ea;

(2n)-3
W(Ea;

Re/dE

/ do! (af/aE) JdE’Jda’.

E’a’)(E

-

E’a’)(E-E’)-2<E’a’

E/)-z

<E’a’

jj,l Eta’>

+

lj,l E’a’)][i12T(E)fi12T(E’)j.

(5.20)
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still to find the contribution

Gr, Gs. We

Fig.

but lengthy.

shall not reproduce

11.

Limits

of the shaded

area, which

the calculations

here. They

of the time integrations

One has only to find the equation

one carries out the integration
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consists

of the

are elementary

in (5.18j.

for the sides of the two triangles.

and splits off the 1s term. The following

Then

result has been

found
Ks”(0)

= lim,,
.

dt f,j dT2/dE’

142 Rejf

/ da’ JdE”/da”

(E"d'l
i,(O)
JE"d')(E'- E)-2[i(E”
+ 2A2F(E”) 4

exp[-

-

W(Ea; E’d)

E)]-1 exp[-

W(E’&;

E&a”).

2A21’(E) 72 +

212T(E”)t].

We now use the identities

and

(E’-E)-2=
The real part of the product

ind(E'--EE)
+P(-+&
of these two functions

The resulting group of corrections
The first one is
Physica

XXVI

becomes

gives two terms, &7,,(W) and BuPLy(Ue).
6

E.
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80~,,(‘*~) = -(2n)-3/4/dE/da(af/aE)

Upon comparison

with (3.24),

<Ea

lj,l Ea> (Ea

this time integral

lj,i Ea>

correction

G(E).

is seen to affect

only the relaxation
time. It can be grouped with the correction
(4.24).
Therefore one takes the first term of r(E) in (4.22) which we call P(E).
We define

*[/da’W(Ea;

which gives a new relaxation
-F’(E) =

[2P(r(E)

E’a’)W

(E’a’;

E”a”)],

244(7(E)

-

time,
-

fl(E))

+

(5.22)

71’(E))]-1.

The last correction SoPLy(OJa)can again be calculated if one inserts the term
Ks”(0) of (4.1) in the Kubo formula. It is found to be
BaPLy(O~rO)
= .[<Ea

Ii,1 Ea>

W(Ea;

(2n)-aL4/ dE / da/ dE’/ da’ (af/aE) -r(E) -r(E’) .
E’a’)(E’a’

lipI E’a’)

*<E/a’

+

<Ea

Ii,1 Ea)

W(Ea;

E’a’)

*

(5.23)

li,l E’a’)]

with
W(Ea;E’a’)=P

(&x)

[&jda”W’(Ea;

E”a”)

W(E”a”

; E’a’)]E,*_E.

(5.24)

We group all the results in table I. In the first column we indicate the
kind of contribution or correction taken into account for the diagonal part
of the evolution operator. In the case of a diagram correction we draw a
typical diagram. If it is a time integral correction we indicate this by capital
T. In the second column the same indication
is given for the quantity
lim r+J:
dt <k’ Ii,(t)1 k>.
In 1.A we mention the lowest order result, in 1.B the 1-r correction and 1.C
the 10 correcrions. In the latter table a bar in column 1 or 2 means that
only the leading terms are taken. We indicate the number of the formula
as it occurs in the discussion. The corrections to i?f/aE are not taken up in
this table.
‘L‘AISLE

1. A

X’

lim
T+m

/ dt <k’lip(t)/

k)

0

-

(2n)-s/dk(~f/~~)

(kljplk)<k’j,lk)

T(E).

(3.24)
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TABLE
lim ,‘;t
T+m

0

(k’lj#)
._

CONDUCTIVITY

1111
____

I. B

I k)

‘,

(4.6)

‘

-17’

TABLE

<:

I. C

lim 1% (c’lj,,(t)lk)
(T-to0

-&~-~/dk

@f/W

(klilrlkXkli,lk)~

.+(E)[Uz(P(E)

- r~‘(E))]s.

(4.12)

(2n)-8/dk(~f/Xi
(kl~plk)<kljvl~)~
.72(E) 212[P(S)
- F1”(E)j.

(~plk)<klf,lk).

(2~-~/dk@f/W

_

.9(E)

Jv

22&r(E).

,[2jlrZ7E)
Correction

of

(2.Ws/dk

delta function
T

+ 2rZpF(E)(A

+W.
+ A’)].

(5.9)

W/W
<kljplk)(klj,lk>.
.72(E) 21”d$(E)
TI(E).

(5.16)

-(2n)-SA’/dE:/doc(af/a~)
(sali,lEa>(Eali,lEor).
.72(E) 2n/dE’P(I/(E’-E))/dor”
cos 8.
.~[/da’W(E~;
-(&)-a

T

(4.24)

(27C)-3/dk(~fl~~:‘)(klj~lk)(kl~ylk)

_

(4.15)

E’a’) W(E’or’; Ea”)]/aE’.

Re/dE/da

.+[(Eorlj,,lEa)W(Ecc;

E’a’)(E-E’)-z(E’a’l$JE’or’)

+ (Em.Ijp~Eu)W(Ea:

E’a’)(E-E’)-2(E’~‘ljvlE’a’)].

. [it%(E)

(5.21)

(aj/&E) /dE’/da’.

+ j1WE’)].

dajdE’/dm’
(a//X).
[(Ealj,lEa)W(Ea; E’cd) (E’a’ljplE’cc’)

+
(5.20)

- (2~-31~.ldE./

_

T

+ (Eor/jplEcc)W(Ecr;
.7(E) T(E’).

E’d)

+

(E’a’lj,lE’d)].
(5.23)

6. Discussion of the higher order terms. The corrections assembled in
table I may be divided into two groups:
(i) Relaxation time corrections: All but the two last corrections of table I
do not change the general form of the conductivity
formula. Their joint
effect could be obtained by starting from a Boltzmann equation with a
corrected relaxation time.
(ii) “Memory” corrections: These are the two last corrections of table I.
If we add these corrections, the Markovian character of the conduction
process breaks down. This effect only occurs in second order, i.e. in the 10
term of the conductivity.
To this order, the function Pt(Ea; E’a’), defined
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in eq. (3.17), becomes very complicated
formula for the conductivity
anymore.
the time

integral

Pt(Ecr, Pa’))

corrections

in the Kubo

to (4.1)

formula,

above eq. (5.20) and (5.23)).

and one would not expect a simple
As we saw in 9 5, however, putting
(which

a rather

are also i1s corrections

simple result is obtained

This shows that the “memory”

does not destroy the concept

of a conductivity

to
(see

of the electron

tensor, as might perhaps be

expected from the Boltzmann treatment.
An estimation of some of the 20 terms of the conductivity

tensor has been

given by Chester and The 11u n g 4). They show that the order of magnitude
of these terms relative to the leading term of order 1-s is governed by the
dimensionless parameter
~/+l)rl.
Their discussion may be repeated
order of magnitude

(6.1)

for the 1-l term. One finds for its relative

w+?M~.

(6.2)

The easiest way to calculate the order of magnitude of ,these corrections
is to assume constant matrix elements in the E, a representation.
We shall
now study in more detail the 1-r term for the particular example of a
disordered binary alloy consisting of the atoms A and B (see also the
appendix). We first simplify the problem by assuming that the unperturbed
wave functions may be represented by plane waves. For the scattering
potentials of the ion cores we take spherically symmetric potentials.
So
we may apply the formulas of 3 3 and $4. Instead of calculating the conductivity we now evaluate the resistivity.
In lowest order we find, using
(3.24)
po = For temperatures

(2jz)3[/dk(aj/=)

<k li,/ k><k Ii,] k> +)1-l.

(6.3)

not too high we can replace af/aE by
8fjaE = -

q being the Fermi energy.

d(E -

So we obtain

T/),

(6.4

for (6.3)

pa = [$X-s e2(2m?73)q-1T-l(q),
e being the electron charge and m its mass. We put R
so that we may write

(6.5)
zzz

Po = RT+).

[&,-2es(2mya)*]-1
(6.6)

We are especially interested in the dependence on the concentrations
of
this quantity. Therefore we have to use the definition (3.23) of T(V). The
quantity W(k’, k) occurring in this formula may be found from the appendix
to be (see A. 17, with N = ~0-18, Q = (252)3)
W(k’, k) = (24-3

wo-lrn_4rnBIU(k’, k)j2

(6.7)
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00 is the volume of an elementary cell, ??%Athe concentration
and mB the concentration

of the B-atoms.

pa = ??‘Z_@& 2wo-1(2x)-an/d&(
po depends on the concentrations
result also found by Nor d heim

1 -
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of the A-atoms

We find for po
COS 0) d(q

-

E’)

IU(k’,

k)/‘.

mA, mB through their product.

(6.8)

This is a

8). We can also calculate the first correction

to this formula. Therefore we have to use the definition (4.4) of the relaxation
time instead of (3.23). We find, using (A.18),
pi = -

mAmB(mB -[/dk”
+/dk”

??%A)R 2COa-1(2~)-67E/ dk’( 1 -

cos 0) d(?j -

E’) .

U(k, k”)(E” - 7 + iO)-W(k”, k’) U(k’, k) +
U(k, k’) U(k’, k”) (E” - T,I- iO)-W(k”, k)],

(6.9)

In fig. 12 we plot PO, pl and po + pl, It is seen that the first correction
deforms the parabola in an asymmetric way. This effect occurs in alloys

Fig. 12.

of a good conductor and a transition metal. A comparison
is discussed by the present author in 9).

with experiment
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APPENDIX

We illustrate

in this appendix

the general

It consists

lattice.

point is specified by its position

A lattice

of a disordered

formalism

special example.

p = pial

+

p2a2

binary

+

by considering

a

alloy forming a Bravais
vector

p3~3,

(A.11

~2, a3 being the primitive
translation vectors; $1, $2 and pa are integers.
Let the components of the alloy be A and B. Their concentrations
we repreSent
by ?‘?%Aand rnB reSpeCtidy
(0 < mA, mB < 1, rnA + mB = 1).
A given distribution of the lattice sites is described by a function C, defined
as follows
al,

C, = mB if an A-atom
c, = -mA
From this definition

if a B-atom

Hamiltonian’

(A.2)

is at site p.

one proves immediately
c,

The one-electron

is at site p

that

C, = 0

(A.3)

of the alloy can be written

H = -

as

+ V(r,p).

(2m)-lV2

(A.4

Let the potential associated with an A-atom be VA(r) and that associated
with a B-atom V,(r). Then the total potential occurring in (A.4) can be
written as
V(r, P) = CA-aton,s VA(T -

P) + &s-atoms VB(r -

where p must be taken for each r as the lattice
We now define the unperturbed
Hamiltonian
energy

and the average
W(r) =

P)

(A.5)

site at the cell containing r.
as the sum of the kinetic

potential
&,{mAvA(r

-

p)

+

mBVB(r

-

p)}.

(A.61

This potential has the periodicity of the lattice. The perturbation
is the
difference of the existing potential V(r, p) and W(r). With the help of the
C, function this can be written as
V(r)

=

V(r, p) -

W(r)

=

2,

C, dV(r

-

p)

(A.7)

where we put
dv(r)
The eigenfunctions

= VA(?) -

of the unperturbed
Ha = (2m)-lV2

VB(r).

(A.8)

Hamiltonian
+ W(r)

(A.9)
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by Ik). (We limit ourselves
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only to the conduction

band).

So

we have
(A. 10)

Ho Ik> = E, lk>,
where Ik) = Q-1 zt,Jr) exp ik. r, Q being the volume

of the crystal;

u,Jr)

has the periodicity of the lattice (in 9 6 it is set equal to one). For a dis ordered
alloy we can easily prove the formal properties of the perturbation used in
5 4. Let us calculate

for that purpose the matrix

(k’ IV(r)1 k>=Q-i/d

r exp(--ik’.r)

= D-l &, C,/dr
The u,Jr)

are periodic.

exp[i(k

element

z&(r) CD C,AV(r-p)
-

k’).r]

z&(r) AV(r

exp(ik.r)
- p) u,Jr).

u,Jr) =
(A.1 1)

So we find for a large crystal

(k’ IV(r)1 k) = Q-1 &, C, exp[i(k

-

k’) .p] U(k’, k)

(A. 12)

with
U(k’, k) = f dr exp[i(k-k’)
For k’ = k this becomes

because

.r] a;, (r) dV(r)

C, U(k, k) = 0

I<k’ IV(r)1 k>j2:

jck’ IV(r)\ k)12 =Q-2
= P2
For a disordered

(A.13)

of (A.3)

(k IV(r)1 k) = Q-1 &
We now calculate

u,Jr)

C,,,,
&,,

C,C,,

exp[i(k-k’)

C*CD+r exp[i(k

-

*(p

-

p’)] U(k’, k) U*(k’, k) =

k’) .T] 1U(k’, k)j2.

(A.14)

alloy all sums
&

C, C*+z1 CP+rz ***

(A. 15)

for at least one 73 # 0 are zero. So in (A.14) we find only a contribution

for

7 = 0. For this value
C, C,C,

= N(~A~B~

+ mamma) = NmMQ,

(A.16)

and (A. 14) becomes
I<k’ lb’(r)/ k>12 = NP2

mAmB IU(k’, k)j2.

(A.17)

For a large crystal this gives rise to the diagonal singularity in (3.6). It is
in fact easily proved that YA is zero for this case. Another formula used in
9 6 is
- WA),
(A. 18)
EC, c&C,
= NmAmB(mB
which is also easily proved using the definition
licrrived

2-7-60.

of the C, function,
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